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expectations were incorrect. I” failure-drive” learning a% applied to fault 
diagnosis, Ihe failures are of fault hypotheses ~35 oPpoSed 10 expeCtXio”S. 
The rea<on for failure is identifjed a\ some ~psct of a device’s function 
which disagrees with the fault hypothesis. The corrects”” is to modify the 
bcuristic mle which proposed the incol~ecf bypolhesir to check that aspect 
ot rbe device before P”poti”g *e fault. 

Failure-driven Learning of Diagnosis Heuristics 

In this section, we describe our approach ro learning fault diagnosis 
bcuristics by finding symptoms of faults implicir in device models. First, 
let us c,uify what we mea” by a device mode!. Following Chilndrarksra 
I 131. we represent tie following as~c(s of a device: 

* Structure: Specifies the connectivity of a device. 

. Functionality: Specifies the output of a device az a function of its 
inpulr (and passibly state information). 

II is no, important to the expert system or the learning module that the 
funcrionaliry be expressed quantitatively or qualitatiwly. The imponanr 
part is that given the observed inputs of a device. rhe device model can 
make a prediction about the output. The Predicted vaiue of the ourput be 
compared 10 the observed value or can be t,ea~d a.5 an input to a”oLher 
drwce. 

Reasons for Hypothesis Failure 
We have identified three different reasons for failing to Confirm a 

hypothesis. For each reason, we have imPlemented a correcti”” ~Uategy. 

. Hypothesized Faulty Inconsistent Prediction: The hypothesized 
faihxe is inconsistent wilh observed behavior of ibe system. The 
strategy for correction is to check for other features which the 
proposed fault might cause. 

. Hypothesized ““usual Modem Enablement I’iolated: The arypical 
feamres can be exPlained by tie system being in a noonal but unusual 
mode. However, the enabling conditions for lhat mode are not met. 
The suategy for correction is to consider an enabling condition of rbe 
unusual state. 

. Hypothesized Fault- Unusual Input: ‘“w device hypothesized to be 
faully is in fact functioning Properly. This typically occurs when the 
mput to a device is very u”usu~I. I” this case, the out~put of the d&cc 
is unusual and the device might be assumed 10 be faulty unless the 
,“put is considered. The sh-ategy for correction is to consider rhe 
&vice functionalily. 

Revising Fault Diagnosis Heuristics 
When there is a hypothesis failure, the explanation for the failure is found 

and the heuristic rule which Proposed the hypothesis is revised. A heuristic 
rule which proposes a fault can apply to one particular component (e.g., the 
light bulb of the lefl taillight) or a class of compone”S (eg., light bulbs). 
Similarly, the correction strategy can apply Lo a panicular component or a 
class of components. The manner in which the howledge bae of brurisric 
roles is revised depends on the generality of the beutistic mle and 
correction. These interact in tie following mmner: 

. lleuristic rule not more genera, than the correction: The cormxion 
is added to the heuristic rule and this new mom specialixd mlc 

replaces the old yule. 

* Ifeuri\tic rule more general tlm” the contwio”: l%he correction is 
added to the heuristic rule and applied only in the specialized case. 
The old rule is remained for use in alher cases. 

‘There are two other issues 10 be considered in revising be”“s,ic mules. 
First, Since Some !zSting is being added to hypothesis generation. it would 
be WXteful to repeat the same test during confinnario”. To avoid lhis 
Pom”dal Problem, the revision to a role caches the resuI~ of a test. Second, 
the amount Of search necessary to prove a co”j”“cuo” of subgoais in 
PROLOG @be language we use m implement our rules) is dependent on the 
order,?” which the subgoals are attempted We use a strategy to order the 
““1s. 1: a rewed rule Similar to one proposed by Nash [IO]. This ruategy 
“x”lmlzes the size of the search space by defecting the ultimate failure of a 
rule z.s sw” 8s possible. This assumes that decrearing Ihe sexch space is 
tbe best means of increasing performance. this is rue in our application 
since tesd”g for the pmsence or absence of My fezwe is equally expensive. 

Cantone [I] gives an approach for ordering lest? baSed in part on rhe cost of 
die test. 

A Definition of Failure-driven Learning of Fault 

Diagnosis Ileuristics 

where F is a se, of features, II is a hypolhcsis, and ra”sistmt~lO is rue if 
believing II does “or resell in a coorradic~io” (See (21. for a discussion of 
ro”siste”,.) I” our approach to learninf and fault diagnosis, consisle”t(ll) 
corresponds 10 confirmisg a hypolhcsis wilh device models. Con~irmario” 
can be viewed a~ ihe foilowing impV~iai~“ns: 

If F is true, but c”“sistent(,,, is false because “oKi, ii true. rhen Ibe 
diagnosis heuristic can revised la 

F and C, and consirtmt(ll~ -3 H 

I” some cases, checking the consisrency of a hyP”ihriis wilh ihe device 
model IS more Properly viewed as the following impiicaiio”: 

B and II -_) C, 

F and C, and B and co”siste”t(ll, + ,I 

The pint of failure~drive” learning of diagnosis heurir~ics is rhar it is 
simpler to rule out a hypxbetir by testing for Ci dw” proving 
consLslent(H). 

In this seckm. we describe a” example of how the Psrformancs of the 
expert system to diagnose fauln in tie auitude con~oI ryiiem is incmxed 
through failure-drive” learning. To follow ,his example, it is “scsisary LO 
know a Me about attitude comroi. 

Attitude Control 

The %irudc C”“UOl system co”sLs1s of a “umber of se”w’r2 which 
c=icLibxe die saleliite’s orie”l.Sio” on dx three axes (tailed yaw. pitch an* 
roll) by dctecdng the lwation of rhe eanh and the sun and a se, of r?xii,,” 
wheels which can change the sxclli~c oiicnmuo” if it dzvia,es from the 
desired orientation due to torques such as solar Pressure. There ars four 
reaction wheels VI, PY-, PRt, and PR-1. arranged on die four sides of a 
pyramid (see Figure I,. Pitch momentu,~ is xorcd as rhc sum of au four 
wheel steeds: roll momenlum is rIored as ,he d,ffeie”ce berwee” rhe PR+ 
and PR- r,xeds; and yaw momenum is stored as ,hc diffcrcnce beiuss” ,he 
PYr and PY~ speeds. 

t 
ryaw 



Tachometer 

Figure Z: Biozk diagram ofrhe attitude co”“ol system 

in this ariide, we focus on the learning in the diagnostician. The 
diaonostician is comprised of several cooperating modules: 

. rnuh Confirmnriun. Tois step compares the actual device functionality 
LO the ftinctiona~iry ac specified by a device mode\. This pmxs% either 
cm confirm or deny that a hypothesized fault is present. If a 
hypothesis is denied. an altempt is made 10 identify another fault 

a r:nuh lmpiicnrion Anaiyiis. After a fault bar been confirmed the 
effect of Ihc fault on tie values of other telemetry signals is assessed. 
A model of the at&rude control system predicts the vducs of telemetry 
sign& which might be affected by the fault. The predicted teiemeoy 
values are analyzed by the moniior to see if they are atypical. 

Descriptions of atypical predicted values am lhe” compared against 
the set of atypical features TO explain any features which am a resultof 
a confirmed fault. 

Refining Fault Diagnosis Iieuristics 

For ibis example, the initial fault diagnosis heurisrics are quite simple. 
rigurc 3 Presenrr Ibe Minilion of *ice fault diagnosis odes. ?hese 
~ROILOC rules have a LISP-like syntax since our PROLOG is implemented 
1” LISP. The first element of a list is dx predicate name and all variables 
iix przceded by “‘Y. The part of the rule preceded by “::’ is a fault 
ihypoihesis, and the part of the rule aher ‘:~” are those conditions which are 
nccdssary I0 be proved 10 pmpase the hypothesis. These rules implement 
0iree very crude diag”osis heuristics: 
,he” rhc tachomercr is broke”“, 

~if the speed of a reaction wheel is 0. 
“if the speed of a reaction wheel <% 0. the” 

111~ wheel drive is broke”” and ~if olere is a change of momenmm, d,en a 
ihmwr ix? fired to unload ,he “,ome”“,m~. 

3. YATT, PAT=. and RAT-f have changed an unurual am”u”,. 

4. WSI’R+ is 0. 
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‘fbe hypothesis failure is found to be caused by not considering one of the 
enlbting conditions of the wheel unload (Hypothesized Unusual Mode- 
~~ablemenr Violated). The heuristic is revised to include this enabling 
co”dition (see Figure 5). Since the heuristic and the explanation for the 
failure both applied to Ulrusters. the revised rule replaces the old version. In 
addition to checking tie enabling condition. the revision includes a call 10 
the predicate “cache-proves’ which indicates that if this mle succeeds, there 
is no need 10 r-h-k the enabling condition ‘~“toad-win&w-states” during 
*e confirmation prccess. 

Figure 5: Revised Wheel ““load Heuintic- 
changex in SMALL CAPITAALS 

This example alsO illusuates anolher point We are not drawing an 
ubiibilrary line between what we call generating hypotheses and co”fiiing 
hypotheses. Not all information is moved from confnnation to generation. 
Rather, we move only lhose tests from comirmation which prevent the 
generation Of an erroneous hypothesis. In this example, the high 
momentum state information is not included in the heuristic because it does 
not differentiate a wheel unload from the m,e faulr. 

After the heuristic has been revised, diagnosis cominues. the next 
hypothesis is a failure of a tachometer of the FR+ reaction wheel. nis 
hypothesis is proposed by rhe second rote in Figure 3. The device model 
confirms *is hypothesis. 

One further example will help to iltestrate the other saategies for revising 
fault diagnosis heuristics. Figure 6 contains tie relevant telemevxy data. 
For this letemeuy tape, the monitor notices several atypical feaarer: 

LWSFR-, WSPRt, WSFY+ and WSPY- have changed an unusual 
amount. 

2. WSPRt and WSPR- are 0. 

The first hypothesis proposed by tie fit rule in Figure 3 is that the 
tachometer of the FR- wheel is stuck at 0. The confmtio” module denies 
this hypothesis for the following reason: if the tachometer were stuck at 0, 
the attitude of the satellite would change dmsticalty. clhe attitude control 
system would believe that the wheel was not storing a”y momentem when 
in fact it is. To compensate for the erroneous report of loss of momentem, 
the aftitude control system wwld adjust the momenmm of the other wheels. 
changing the attitude of the satellite.) Since Ihe attitude did not change, the 
heuristic must he revised to avoid the generation of this hypothesis in future 
similar cases. The hwthesis failure is caused by not checking the 
implications of a faulty tachometer (Hypothesized Fault- Inconsistent 
Prediction). Checking any of tie attitude signals wwld suftice to 
distinguish a faulty tachometer from the actual fault. I” Figure 7. the 
revision tesfs Y*?T. 

After the heuristic has been revise& diagnosis contk~ues. The next 
hypothesis proposed by the second rule in Figure 3 is that the wheel drive of 
the FR- wheel is broken. Tbe device model of a wheel drive includes the 
following mfomution: the wheel speed is pmpational m the integral of the 
wheel drive signal. If the wheel drive signal is positive, the wheel sped 
should increase. 

During the time *at WSFR- increased from -100 to 0, WDFR- was 
positive (see figure 6). Therefore, the FR- wheel was not ignoring its drive 
signal and the hypothesis is denied. The hypothesis failure is caused by the 
fact that WSFR- wheel is indeed doing something very unusual by changing 
so rapidly and stopping. However, it is doing this because it is responding 
to WIX’R-. The heuristic which proposed this fault is revised to consider 
the functionality of the device (Hypothesized Fault- Unusual Input). 
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After the heuristic has been revised, another hypothesis is found to 
account for the atypical features: tie faulty wheel drive heuristic proposes 
that Ihe PR+ drive is ignoring its input since WSPRt is 0, and when if 
increased to 0, WDPR+ was negative indicating that the speed should 
decrease (see Figure 6). The confwtion of this hypothesis is trivial since 
the heuristic already proved that the drive was not functioning according to 
its device description. After the fault is canfumed, the effects on the rest of 
the attitude control system are assessed. Since roll momenmm is stored as 
the difference heween the speed of the PR+ and PR- reacticm wheels, when 
WSPR+ goes to 0, WSPR- should change by the same amount. The 
satellite was in a very unusual stale prior to the failure: WSPR+ and WSPR- 
were equal. When the PR+ drive broke, WSPR- went to 0 to compensate for 
the change in WSPRt. In addition, since the pitch momentum is stored as 
the sum of aU four wheels, to maintain pitch momentum WSPY+ and 
WSPY- decreased by the amount that WSPR+ and WSPR- increased. 
While WSPY+ and WSPY- &creaseQ the difference between them 
remained constant to maintain the yen momentum. The broken PRt wheel 
drive accounts for the atypical features and the diagnosis process 
tuminates. 

Results 

There are two standards for evaluating the effects of learning in ACES. 
Firsf dxre is the performance of ACES using the roles in Figure 3. We call 
this version naive-ACES. Additionally, there is the performance of ACES 
using rules hand-coded from information provided by an expert We call 
tis version of the system expen-ACES. The perfommnce of the naive- 
ACES after learning is compared to naive-ACES and expert-ACES in 
Figure 9 and Figure 10. There are four test ceses which are used for 
comparison: 

1. A tachometer stuck at 0 (see Figure 4). 

2. A wheel drive ignoring its input when the opposite wheel is at the 
same speed (see Figure 6). 

3. A wheel unload (i.e., the speed of the reaction wheels is changed by 
the firing of a Ihrester,. 

4. A wheel drive ignoring its input in the usual case where tie opposite 
wheel is at a different speed. 

The dam in Figure 9 demonsh-ate that the failure driven learning 
technique presented in this paper improves Ihe simple fault diagnosis 
heuristics to tie extent that tie perfomwxe of ACES using the learned 
heuristics is comparable to the system using the mles provided by an expen. 
In one case, the perfmmance of the learned rules is even better than the 
expert provided rules. This particular case is tie previous example in which 
a wheel drive broke when tie satellite was in M unusual state. The 
heuristic provided by the expert did not anticipah the rare condition tier 
two opposing wheel speeds were equal. 

CASE fault naiw “a&+ expert 
ACES learning ACES 

1 +achometer 21 1 1 
2 wheel drive a 1 2 
3 wheel ““load 1 1 1 
4 wheel drive 2 1 1 

Figure 9: Number of Faulr Hypabeses 

The dam in Figure 10 reveal that Ihe number of logical inferences 

required by the expert system decreases after laming. This demonsnares 
the1 after learning, the expert system is doing less work to identify a failure 
rather than moving the same amount of work from hypothesis confrmadon 
to hypothesis generation. Comparing the number of inferences required by 
naive-AC% after learning co those of erpen_ACES is not actually fair since 
it appean that the expert’s rules at times test some information retested by 
tie wnf~ation process. Recall that retesting is avoided by a revised rule 
since the revision contains infomwion to cache tbe results of consulting a 
device model. If has been our experience that this cache reduces tk 
“umber of infwes by approximately ten pacent A” additional ten 
percent of tie inferences are saved tiwgh intelligent ordering of clauses of 
mvised rules compared to WI initial simple approach of appending the 
revision to the md of a rule. 
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Conclusion 

We have presented an approach to learning fault diagnosis heuristics by 
determining what aspect of a device mode! must be consulted LO distinguish 
one fault from analher fault wilh similar features. This approach reties on 
explaining why a heuristic does not apply in a certain case and correcting 
the heuristic to avoid proposing an erroneous fault hypothesis. Applying 
this technique to a simple venion of the ACBES erpen system for Ihe 
diagnosis of faulfs in the attitude control system yields performance 
comparable to and in some cases beuer than the performance of ACES with 
expen fault diagnosis heuristics. 
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